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On January 31, 2023, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Investigations and
Crime Scene Units were requested by Jackson County Sheriff’s Office (JCSO) Sheriff Ted Frazier
to investigative an Officer-Involved Critical Incident (shooting) between members of the JCSO
and William Beach (Beach). BCI was informed the incident occurred at 1818 Jisco West Road in
Jackson County, Ohio, and resulted in Beach being fatally shot by JCSO Lieutenant (Lt.

).

BCI Special Agent Craig Call (SA Call), Special Agent Jim Mulford (SA Mulford), and Special Agent
Jimmy Poole (SA Poole) responded to the Jackson County Sheriff’s Office (JCSO) to make contact
with JCSO deputies in reference to obtaining witness statements from the involved officers.
Upon our arrival, we initially met with Sheriff Frazier and were informed the deputies involved
did not wish to make a formal witness statement without speaking with legal counsel first.

Agents met with JCSO Lt. , Sgt. Jason Wilson, Deputy Nicholas Spangler, and Deputy
Leif Smith in a conference room at JCSO in order to obtain their contact information and contact
information for their attorneys. Lt. was identified as the sole involved officer that fired his
weapon and his Attorney Keith Washburn was present with him. Sgt. Wilson, Deputy Spangler,
and Deputy Smith indicated they would all be represented by Attorney Michael Moore and
provided me with his contact information.

On February 8, 2023, SA Call and SA Mulford met with Attorney Michael Moore and Sgt. Wilson
at the JCSO. Sgt. Wilson prepared a signed written witness statement prior to the meeting and
agreed to provide agents with an audio recorded interview in the presence of Attorney Moore.
Sgt. Wilson confirmed his written statement is true and accurate to the best of his knowledge.
SA Call was provided with a copy of Sgt. Wilson statement and thoroughly reviewed it prior to
the start of the interview. This report is a summation of the interview and an audio copy along
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with the signed written witness statement have been added to the case file.

The audio recording device was initiated at approximately 1312 hours.

Sgt. Wilson has been with the JCSO since 2016 and has previously worked for Wellston Police
Department for two years and the Ohio State Highway Patrol as an auxiliary officer for four
years.

Sgt. Wilson’s recorded audio statement is consistent with his signed written witness statement
and the follow up questions Sgt. Wilson answered were also consistent with his written
statement.

Sgt. Wilson wrote as a part of his statement in reference to the events just prior to the shooting
and the shooting itself, “At that time the decision was made to breach the door and retreat
to safety so that we could try to establish better communication with William because it was
hard to hear him at times. Lt. had the ballistic shield and cover for Deputy Smith who
had the door ram, and Deputy Spangler had back cover for Lt. and Deputy Smith. I had
side cover for the window. The door was breached, and Deputy Smith began to retreat while
Lt. covered with the shield. As Lt. was covering, he came in contact with William and
ordered him to come out with his hands up. Lt. ordered him out again, and at that time I
heard William scream “Mother Fucker” and then heard one shot fired.”

Sgt. Wilson further detailed, “Lt. Deputy Smith, Deputy Spangler, and I entered the shed.
William was still kicking and resisting so Lt. transitioned to his taser and tased William.
William finally calmed down. Deputy Smith began checking William for injuries and found the
one round fired by Lt. struck William just below the right collar bone. Deputy Smith and
Lt. began rendering aid to William. I marked dispatch and advised them to send EMS to
the scene and that one shot had been fired by law enforcement and that the suspect had been
hit. Deputy Smith applied combat quick clot gauze.”

After some additional follow up questions to the above referenced paragraphs, Sgt. Wilson said
he was positioned behind a white truck providing cover on the front window of the residence
as Lt. Deputy Smith, and Deputy Spangler approached and ultimately breached the door.
The position Sgt. Wilson described would have given him a visual vantage point of the outside
of the residence only. Sgt. Wilson explained he only audibly heard the gunshot and did not
initially know who fired it. Sgt. Wilson indicated the shot occurred while the deputies were
outside the residence and still on the front porch. Sgt. Wilson said he and the aforementioned
deputies made immediate entry into the residence after the shot. Sgt. Wilson said he did have
his JCSO issued Glock 17 handgun out of its holster when the shot was fired, however he did
not fire then or at any time during the incident.

Sgt. Wilson said he has no previous dealings with William Beach and did not know who he was
previous to this incident.

Sgt. Wilson did not have any additional information to add to the incident and the audio
interview was concluded at approximately 1332 hours.

Attachments:Attachments:
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Attachment # 01: 2023-2-8 Interview with Sgt. Jason Wilson
Attachment # 02: Sgt. Wilson written statement
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